
Is CMMS Software
Worth the Cost?
Find out how CMMS software reduces maintenance 
costs and saves your company money
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Explore different ways implementing
 a CMMS reduces costs and 

saves you money

Estimate the real cost 
of CMMS software



What does a CMMS cost?



expected costs expected costs

expected costsex
pe

ct
ed

 c
os

ts Simple Operations

$25 

a month per user

Complex Operations

$60 - $100
a month per user



But how much does a CMMS 

 really cost?



It’s important to look past the purchasing cost and consider 
the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). 



Onboarding Costs

Support and Upgrade Costs

Hardware Costs 

Initial Software Costs

TCO



Initial Software Costs

$3,000 /year

for 5 users

Onboarding Costs

$2,500
( import equipment and parts data

 plus 5 hrs. of training )

Support and Upgrade Costs

$0
( often included

 in subscription fee )

Hardware Costs

$3,500
( optional )

 2 new PCs                      5 tablets 

Average CMMS 
software TCO 
is

$9,000*
* based on provided numbers



All these costs seem a bit overwhelming?

Don't worry. 

If CMMS software is right for you, it actually saves your maintenance department 
lots of money.



How does a CMMS
save your business money?



Let's do some 
quick calculations together. 



Total Savings from 
CMMS Software 

Improved Inventory 
Management Savings 

Increased Asset
Life Savings

Reduced Downtime 
Cost Savings

Reduced Labor
Cost Savings



Let’s dive in 

and determine if it’s worth investing in CMMS software.



Asset Life

The period of time the 

asset is in service and

generating revenue.



Savings from

Increased
Asset Life

If an asset costs X  
and is expected to last Y number of years, 

the annual cost of the asset is Q = X / Y
On average, having a CMMS increases asset life by 20% 

Your increased asset life savings = 0.2Y * Q 
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Downtime Costs

Average cost per hour 
when equipment is down



Savings from

Reduced
 Downtime

Cost

If X is the number of unplanned downtime hours per year 

and Y is the potential revenue lost per hour of downtime,

the annual downtime cost is X * Y

On average, having a CMMS reduces the number of 

downtime hours by 35%

Your reduced downtime cost savings = 0.35 * X * Y



Inventory Management Costs

CMMS software optimizes inventory control, 
and that lowers costs. 



Savings from

Improved
 Inventory

Management

Your improved inventory management cost savings = X * Y

the annual cost of poor inventory management is X * Y

If the average cost of carrying an unnecessary part in

inventory is X per year

On average, having a CMMS greatly reduces and in some cases
completely eliminates this cost

and the average number of these parts each year is Y,



Labor Costs
   

Without a solid preventive maintenance plan in place,

managers have a hard time allocating resources

on a set schedule, leading to increased labor costs.



Savings from

Reduced
 Labor Cost

Your labor cost savings = 0.33 * X * Y

If X is the average number of unplanned overtime hours a year 

and the average cost of overtime labor is Y per hour,

unplanned overtime costs are X * Y 

On average, a CMMS reduces unplanned overtime hours by 33.33%



If the money you saved in 
maintenance operations after 
implementing CMMS software  

Total cost of using a 
CMMS... 



you can see your Return on Investment (ROI)

ROI   =
 (Money saved from CMMS - TCO) 

TCO



Find out 

Calculate Cost Now

how much CMMS software really costs.


